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Deputy Premier John Barilaro and Premier Gladys Berejiklian defended the 

government’s decision about council mergers. Picture: Stephen Cooper 
 

 Berejiklian desperate for council merger policy 

 Liberal MP’s torn over council amalgamations 

PREMIER Gladys Berejiklian is holding firm on Sydney’s council mergers 

while ditching pending bush amalgamations, leading to accusations of 

double standards between the two areas. 

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/nsw-council-mergers-berejiklian-desperate-for-policy-before-byelections/news-story/be6ed3c683957f103ec9ffb96b5a575f
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/council-amalgamations-liberal-mps-torn-over-whether-to-push-ahead/news-story/ee89b033d581e1b1584689670edae758


The move has sparked outrage and disappointment from councils like Woollahra, 

which is being forced to merge with Waverley and Randwick, pending the outcome 

of a court challenge which is costing ratepayers about $2 million. 

“We are utterly disappointed by the Premier’s shallow commitment to listen to local 

communities on this very important issue,” Woollahra mayor Toni Zeltzer said. 

“The Premier says she is acting in the best interests of local communities — nothing 

could be further from the truth.” 

Members of the Save Our Councils Coalition are concerned about the mergers. 
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Anti-merger campaigners are outraged by the NSW government’s decision to 

reverse council amalgamations in the bush but forge ahead with those in Sydney. 

“Can I say how inequitable it is — we in NSW are one citizen, not two,” Save Our 

Council spokesman Phil Jenkyn said today. 

“It’s an outrage. This is a blatant political deal.” 

Mr Jenkyn was speaking at a joint press conference with MPs from the Labor, 

Greens and Shooters Fishers and Farmers parties following Ms Berejiklian’s 

announcement today. 

After days of speculation Ms Berejiklian may backflip on the mergers issue, she 

confirmed today the state government is sticking with all of Sydney’s council 



mergers, including the creation of five new authorities from 14 councils which have 

been held up by legal challenges. 

 

The amalgamation issue has seen heated protests in metropolitan and regional 

areas. Picture: Will Tuck 

These are Woollahra merging with Randwick and Waverley; Mosman with North 

Sydney and Willoughby; Hunters Hill with Ryde and Lane Cove; Hornsby with Ku-

ring-gai; and Burwood with Canada Bay and Strathfield. 

But the merger of 17 councils into seven new authorities in the bush, also held up by 

legal challenges, has been scrapped. These mergers included Orange with Blayney 

and Cabonne. 

Ms Berejiklian defended the backflip on the bush mergers, saying regional NSW is 

very different to Sydney and that streamlining metro councils was more of a pressing 

issue, including to tackle the housing affordability crisis. 

“Local government reform is particularly important in Sydney if we are to deliver on 

our commitments to increase housing supply, improve planning and deliver local 

infrastructure and amenity to communities,” she said. 

“These are strong justifications for proceeding with mergers.” 



Ms Berejiklian admitted there was huge risk attached to the policy of proceeding with 

council mergers on the North Shore and in Manly, where by-elections are due to be 

held later this year. 

 

Deputy Premier John Barilaro’s knife-edge seat of Monaro may also be at risk during 

the 2019 election after the government refused to backflip on the merger of Cooma-

Monaro Council with its neighbours, which occurred last year. 

Greens MP David Shoebridge says it’s clear the decision is not in the best interests 

of the community. 

“If the coalition is admitting it is wrong on forced council amalgamations in places like 

Oberon and Cabonne, then it can’t pretend it is the right thing for millions of residents 

in the city,” he said. 

“This half-baked response from Premier Berejiklian has nothing to do with what’s 

good for local government and everything to do with appeasing the division within 

her own coalition.”  

Opposition Leader Luke Foley echoed those sentiments, saying the Berejiklian 

government had failed to listen to constituents. 

“This is an anti-democractic policy. Sadly the premier has revealed a stubborn 

inflexibility,” Mr Foley said. 

Mr Barilaro said: “Local councils in the bush have done their fair share to contribute 

to stronger local government in NSW, and today we draw a line under local 

government amalgamations in the regions. 

“This decision has been made to ensure that we put an end to the confusion and 

uncertainty for those councils locked in drawn-out legal battles.” 

Councils which merged last year, including Salim Mehajer’s former Auburn Council, 

are set to hold elections in early September. 

Ms Berejiklian admitted court cases holding up the creation of the five new Sydney 

councils may rumble on for so long that elections may not be held until 2018. 

Orange Mayor John Davis described the expected reversal of his council’s merger 

as an “opportunity lost, but we won’t be crying over spilt milk”. 



Mr Davis was in favour of merging with neighbours Cabonne and Blayney — but the 

amalgamation has been held up by Cabonne’s legal challenge in the Land and 

Environment Court. 

Mr Davis said he couldn’t understand why the pending bush council mergers were 

being reversed but the city ones are expected to proceed as planned. 

“I think the National Party has been able to put that case ahead,” he said. 

 

Comments 

John  
Just when we were all pleased that Baird was gone! 

The local council, drawn from the local community, knows what is best and most appropriate for 
the local community, We do not want developers making decisions for the local community, as 
seems, too often, to be happening.  

And, we are angry for never being asked, but always being told what we are getting, and the lies, 
and politicians not listening. We are sick and tired of having our natural environment and built 
environment destroyed for overpriced, flawed infrastructure.  

And, what is the basic for treating country councils differently to city Councils? The arrogance of 
the Liberals is breathtaking, elected to office as our servants, and once there deciding to be our 
masters-for a very short time! They forget all too soon, rooster today, but feather duster 
tomorrow!  

 

Mark  
It's just Mike Baird in a dress.... So much for listening to the people...you're gone come 2019. 

 

Peter  
Suck up to your mates, disregard the voters - bye, bye Gladys 

 

Michelle  
Will definitely not being voting for the government in the North Sydney by election. 

How can the merger of the cash rich North Sydney council with the debt ridden Willoughby 
council give my neighbours and I better services - it won't our services will go backwards as our 
rates are used to bail out the poor management of Willoughby!   

Gladys you have lost my vote and given the opposition to this in both North Sydney and Mosman 
I would wonder why you would even put forward a candidate. 

 

Bruce  
This will be a short term in office for this Premier. Couldn't handle her previous portfolios and 
now can't handle the top job. 

 



John  
We need communities having more power not less. Communities know what they want best.  

We are sick and tired of being told what we are getting, the lies, and politicians not listening. 
people are sick and tired of having our state destroyed. 

 

Graham  
Here we go again, a spineless Premier who has no principled position and is just resorting to 
political expediency. They just don't get it do they? 

 

Geoff  
The new Premier's first mistake, it will come back to bite her at election time. 

 

Maria  
Another blow to local communities and local voice. 
But thats exactly what the Libs want. 
At least the bi elections will allow the community to vent and no doubt they will do so. 
 

 

Stephen  
Forced council mergers are a political disaster since even those people who see merit, don't like 
being told they have to do it by government.   Small is beautiful.  There is nothing to stop councils 
cooperating for better efficiencies.   

Mike Baird had rocks in his head when he dreamt up this one.   Stop reorganising and start 
taking action on the real problems in NSW including the stupid educational system that the Libs 
haven't touched and the soft approach to crime and criminals. 

 

Phillip  
whys that premier ? have you decided bush councils don't need to merge, or it will cost you seats, 
and maybe government ?. what a hypocrite. no vote from me gladys. your only interested in 
yourselves. baird may as well have done nothing in his short stay as premier. 
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